




INTRODUCTION
The gafatoken is a project that started on the 4th quarter of 2021, the 
project is made of multiple aspects. First, to create a crypto token by the 
name Gafa token. Second, to create an API that will increase functionality 
for developers, so they can integrate it with their systems and make the 
payment process simple. Third, to develop a P2E game by the name 
Gafala that will work in synergy with the other aspects of the project.
There are other potential long term goals that  are worth to mention. The 
Gafaverse, is an open place that will be based on the planet mars, a virtu-
al world that will be a hub for gamers. Furthermore, there will be a market 
for NFTs.









Turn real-world assets into NFTs
Mint NFT collectibles, engage your sponsors, and create memories 
that truly last a lifetime.

Added-value for NFTs
Assets can be used across the whole ecosystem. With a focus on NFT 
interoperability, assets can be used in multiple games at the same 
time, creating a whole new world of fun.

GENESIS NFTS
The very first edition of NFT characters from the game. These will 
hold exceptional value and will be scarce.





Users get the true ownership of in-game assets and get rewarded for their engagement within the game. By utilizing the 
power of NTFs, assets you earn or buy in-game are owned by you and only you, they will live forever on the blockchain. 

Our ecosystem is created to be the meeting place for developers, players and collectors no matter where they are in the 
world. 









We are developing a new Application Programming In-
terface to be integrated with any system that you 
prefer to use in order to make the payment system 
easier, and to make your game or system interact with 
the blockchain. 





The gafaVerse is a cross platform  that can be enjoyed on 
all devices no matter where you are. Whether it is creating 
content or enjoying others’ creations, the gafaVerse rewards 
players, developers, and collectors for their engagement 
and enjoyment. Also, all players can share and exchange all 
their assets available. Its a perfect universe for players who 
seeks to find a visualised world of their own.
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